Student Internet Access Agreement

Email: the.principal@dalbyss.eq.edu.au
Web: www.dalbyss.qld.edu.au

This document sets out the privileges and responsibilities associated with student Internet access. Before a student is allowed to access the Internet services of the school, the agreement must be read and signed by the student and the parent or guardian. For more information about how the Internet is used, parents should also read the Internet - Guidelines for Parents, which is located in the Dalby State School Prospectus.

---

**Student**

When I’m using Dalby State School’s computer network and accessing the Internet and email system, I will follow school rules about:

- proper use of the Internet
- good online manners
- unsafe materials
- staying safe on the Internet
- preventing viruses
- privacy and security
- unauthorised computer access
- printing

These are in The Internet - Guidelines for Students, which I have read (or had read to me).

I understand that:

- others might see what I send on the Internet
- I should not send or put anything rude or inappropriate on the Internet
- if the school decides I have broken these rules, appropriate action will be taken as mentioned in the Consequences for mis-use of ICT resources
- my user home directory may be accessed by parent, teachers and officials

____________________________________  __________________________  ___ / ___ / 20__

Student’s name (printed)  Student’s signature  Date

---

**Parent/Guardian**

I understand that the Internet can provide students with valuable learning experiences. I also understand that it gives access to information on computers around the world; that the school cannot control what is on those computers; and that a very small part of that information can be illegal, dangerous or offensive. I accept that, while teachers will always exercise their duty of care, protection against exposure to harmful information should depend finally upon responsible use by students.

I believe that __________________________ understands this responsibility, and I hereby give my permission (PRINT NAME OF STUDENT) for him/her to access the Internet under the school rules. I understand that students breaking these rules will be subject to appropriate action by the school. This may include loss of Internet access for some time.

____________________________________  __________________________  ___ / ___ /20__

Parent or Guardian’s name (printed)  Parent or Guardian’s signature  Date